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CONNECTING POLICE FOR A SAFER WORLD

“JACKKNIFE JENKINS” (REAL NAME UNKNOWN)
WANTED BY THE JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES OF THE UNITED STATES 

FOR PROSECUTION / TO SERVE A SENTENCE.

 Your national or local police or the General Secretariat of INTERPOL.

 Present family name: UNKNOWN
 Forename: UNKNOWN
 Sex: Male
 Date of birth: UNKNOWN
 Place of birth:  UNKNOWN
 Language spoken:  English, French,Russian,Mandarin, Hindi, more.
 Nationality:  United States (presumed)

IDENTITY PARTICULARS

 Height: 1.85 meter
 Weight: 90 Kg
 Colour of hair:  Bald
 Colour of eyes:  Brown (presumed)

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

 Charges: 1) Murder-First Degree 
  2) Murder-Second Degree
  3) Assault-First Degree
  4) Assault-Second Degree
  5) Dangerous weapon with intent to injure
  6) Conspiracy to overthrow lawful government
  7) Conspiracy to interrupt lawful commerce
  8) Theft of classified documents
  9) Dissemination of classified information

CHARGES

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

PHOTOS



I can’t 
believe you 

kept this.. .and 
framed it.

I always 
wondered who 
those bodies 

were.

Certainly 
wAsn’t us.

But you 
know that, 

now.
most of 

what they wrote 
about us were 

lies.

I wish 
I could say 

the truth was 
be�er.. .

. . .But it 
Wasn’t.

“bi� 
co�ectors.. .dead 

at dawn.”



"Back then, we 
were a�ogant.

"Thought we 
knew it a�.”

“and if someone 
got hurt.. .that was 

their problem."

"We ca�ed ourselves 
The Bi� Co�ectors, 

because, we�...

"People who 
deserved it, of 

course."

"At least, that's 
what we told 
ourselves."

"But I'm 
o�-me�age. 
I wanted to  
talk about 

Marie.”

". . .we made 
people pay."

<You 
don't have 
to die here 
tonight.*>

*Translated from Ru�ian.



"It wasn't the 
last time I saw her.. .

“. . .but it might as 
we� have b�n."

<I won't 
ask again.>

<I don't 
care about you, 
but who's paying 

for these 
bounties?>
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“I usualLy tried to work 

alone, but those days it 

was more difFicult."

"That was hapPening 

more often. Someone had 

put a lot of money into 

hunting us down.

"DogGing our heEls acrosS 

every line on the map."

"We caught this 

mercenary on our 

trail.

"I was 

starting to 

get tired 

of it."

“He was tough. 

Wasn't talking."

He's not 

giving them 

up.

Are we 

about done 

with him?

WelL Yes, 

but...

He's alone, 

so he has to 

have alL the 

details.

BRAKKBRAKK



I was 

going to 

say but let 

me ask a few 

questions.

Oh.

OH??

WelL, how 

are we supPosed 

to find out who's 

sending these 

creEps?
You'lL think 

of something.



If you 
sti� have 

questions.. .

. . .you can 
always ask 
the next 

one.

HEY!



And this is 

my Saturday 

night.

"Those were 

the last words 

I ever heard 

her say."

I KNOW 

YOU CAN 

HEAR ME!

I'M NOT 

CLEANiNG 

THiS UP!

"I was a half-mile 

away by the time 

she said it.. .

“ . . .but, of course 

I could stilL 

hear her.

“You know 

what we 

can do."



But 

you don't 

care about 

that.

By alL 

means, keEp 

talking.
The fact 

that these 

are your last 

words is some-

what ironic.

Right. I guesS

 we're alL caught up. 

now it's time for 

you to talk.

Oh, I'lL talk. 

This is just 

toO goOd.

The mighty 

“JackKnife 

Jenkins”.

Ha!

We 

thought you 

were dead. You 

had a freE 

pasS.

And you come 

back here. . .for a 

woman?!

This is 

why you people 

can never get 

ahead. You give in 

to your pasSions 

instead of using 

your brains.



. . .to save 
the world.

You can help 
me and live, or 
help me and die. 

Your choice.

In my 
defense.. . . . .I didn't 

just come 
back for 

Marie.

I 
also came 

back.. .

WaitWait! 
We can stilL work 

something out!

"I WON’T ASK AGAiN."





“JACKKNIFE JENKINS”
We don’t know who this man is.

Let me repeat: We don’t know who this 
man is.

Unlike his associate “William”, for whom 
we have no information, we have this 
man’s image, we have his voice on 
recordings, numerous sightings and 
eyewitness accounts.

Despite all this, “Jackknife Jenkins” 
appears in no databases, criminal or 
otherwise, in any part of the world.

This is a problem. Someone has to know 
who he is. And if he can erase himself 
from existence, why haven’t the other “Bill 
Collectors” done the same?

He must have had help, but from who?

He differs from his associates in that he is 
not easily defined by one single obsession. 
This makes him hard to predict.

When he is sighted there doesn’t appear 
to be a clear goal, attack, operation or any 
indication of why he is there.

“Jackknife” appears to work with the 
others often. The rest don’t mix frequently. 
Why is this?

This man’s identity could be very important 
with regards to unraveling the mysteries of 
this group’s unprecedented reign of terror 
around the world.

What we do know:

• From his accent he appears to be from
  the U.S. (or spent a lot of time there).

• The name “Jackknife Jenkins” does not 
 seem to be relevant to anything.

• He does not kill indiscriminately. In fact
 has been known to go out of his way to
 preserve Human life.

• Has also gone to extraordinary lengths
 to brutally murder those he felt “had to
 pay” (according to statements from
 eyewitnesses).

The order is to find this man and bring him 
in. Under no circumstances is he to be 
killed (excepting self-preservation, of 
course)

Let’s do this sooner, rather than later. We 
literally have no idea what this guy is up to.

CAPTURECAPTURE

EX-NAT TARGET FILE #0052492A
“The Bill Collectors”
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MARIE SCOTT ETHAN “GC” BERNARD ROLFE “BIG RED” ROBINSON

SAMANTHA WOOD “WILLIAM” DR. CHEN LIN

This woman is a former U.S. Citizen.

Despite her near-constant attacks on 
big corporate interests across the 
globe, Marie is a low priority to be 
captured, if possible.

She appears to avoid killing and 
collateral damage, unless pressed.

If spotted, try to bring her in.

“GC” is an expatriated French Citizen 
and unabashed womanizer.

Bottom line: he is an ecological 
terrorist, obsessed with preserving 
animal habitat and natural lands.

Has a low body count, but values 
animal life above Human life, and will 
kill if animals are threatened.

Try to capture, if possible.

Rolfe is a ghost/hacker/cracker 
...whatever.

Originally from Great Britain before he 
went dark decades ago. Could be 
anywhere, now.

He intrudes on even the most secure 
networks. Leaks all kinds of secrets.

This shit has to stop. Kill, if possible.

Samantha Wood is a sociopathic 
ex-army brat who appears to delight 
in attacking armed-forces of “1st 
world” nations (especially the U.S.)

Confrontations escalate quickly. 
Despite her youth, this girl has no 
qualms about killing indiscriminately - 
including civilians and other 
non-combatants.

There is a standing “kill-on-sight” 
order. If sighted, do not hesitate.

We have next to nothing on “William”, 
but we think he is responsible for 
extremely subtle attacks on the 
economic infrastructure of nations, 
corporations, and 1%-level families 
around the world.

These attacks are devastating and 
never seen until they are completed. 
Japan has still not recovered.

That said, the order is to capture, not 
kill, if he is ever found.

This Chinese National is to be killed 
on sight.

Using his advanced knowledge of 
psychiatry, Lin can talk almost 
anyone into doing almost anything.

His fighting style is best described 
as “surgical”. He can break and 
dismantle a human body with 
frightening skill.

If sighted, do not allow him to speak. 
Kill immediately.

CAPTURECAPTURE CAPTURECAPTURE KILLKILL

KILLKILL CAPTURECAPTURE KILLKILL

EX-NAT TARGET FILE #0052492B
“The Bill Collectors”
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